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Presenter-Peter Tyndall

CEO-Founder of Primetime

Peter had 20 years with senior executive roles 

in a Big 4 Chartered Accounting firm and an 

ASX top 20 company before commencing with 

his own consulting and advisory business.

Peter developed the Primetime planning 

software platform to deal with the complex 

needs of retiring Australians after assisting his 

parents for 20 years into retirement and 

through their senior years.

Transitioned from a personal service to a 

software platform to do some of the heavy 

lifting and reduce costs to retirees.

PETER TYNDALL 
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• This presentation does not purport to be all-inclusive or 
necessarily to contain all the Information that a participant may 
desire and may be subject to updating, revision or amendment. 
This presentation is not intended to form the basis for any action 
by a participant. Interested parties should carry out their own 
investigations and analysis of and of the data referred to in this 
presentation and should consult their own advisers before 
proceeding with any action. The information contained in this 
presentation will not constitute or form part of any offer for an 
investment nor can any such information be treated as forming 
the basis of any contract in respect thereof.. 

Disclaimer

• The participant understands that the presentation is to provide 
education and information and not advice. The presenter is not 
licensed to provide personal financial advice, is not a registered tax 
agent or legal or medical practitioner and does not provide personal 
advice to the participant on financial planning, tax matters, legal 
matters, health matters or other related matters. 

• Nor does the presenter provide expert advice to be relied upon 
by the participant. 

• Primetime consultants do not give or sell advice on or purchase 
investment products or make calculations for participants for 
decisions about pensions on benefits.

• Time is of the essence and any information contained is current 

at the date of the presentation to the best knowledge of the 
presenter. This may change at any time.  This  includes but is not 
limited to; the participants circumstances, regulations and 
legislation, economic environment, inflation factors, tax rules, 
Centrelink criteria, aged care rules and other matters. Therefore, 
participants need to take into consideration all  current factors 
when looking at options and deciding on a course of action.

• The participant acknowledges that prior to taking any action that 
they seek appropriately qualified and expert advice.
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Disclaimer



35 to 49
4.7 million

50 to 64
4.3 million

65+
3.7million

Australian
population

Retirees expected
to double to
25% of population
over longer term

Retired
Australians
control
30% of wealth
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Australian retirement market

Advisors

Advisor groups Number

Financial planners 26,100

Accountants in public practice 81,127

Practicing lawyers 66,211

Total 173,438

▪ Estimates include licensed and

non-licensed consultants

<35
12.6 million

Approximately 24 million consumers
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Overview of traditional planning process

Expensive
and low
uptake

Trust and 
conflict 
issues

The shortfalls:

Finances Tax Care &
support

Health Accomm-
odation

RetirementEstate
planning

Personal
legacy

Adhoc and
no cross
comms

Predominantly
tax compliance

Reactive
and adhoc

Symptom
driven

Ageing
overlooked

Unplanned

Change
challenges

Fear or
abundance
mentality

over 
spending 

habits

Significant 
financial 
impact

Under
planned

Emotional
legacy

Reactive and
unplanned

Significant
financial

implications

Complex 
and 

constant 
change

Unplanned

Wishes not 

communicated 

or understood

✕ High cost/low trust

✕ Narrow focus

✕ Siloes-Lack 

of cross

planning

✕ Reactive not 

proactive

✕ Important matters

overlooked

✕ Quickly

outdated

✕ Couples don’t 

share info or 

don’t want to 

know

The problems



Need Barriers

“Financial advice is too

expensive”

“I like to manage my

finances bymyself”

“I do not trust

financial advisers”

“I do not see the value of

consulting a financial 

adviser”
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received financial advice last year12%

intend to get financial advice41%
considered getting financial 

advice in the last year, but hadn’t 20%

open to digital advice19%

35%

26%

19%

18%

ASIC report 627: Financial Advice: What consumers really think

Consumer feedback on Financial Advice



← . . . HEALTH, FINANCES, ACCOMMODATION, TAX, ESTATE PLANNING . . . →

Early days

Life change both 

physical/mental 

and emotional
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Different needs over different life stages of retirement

Transition

Strategy, 

structure, plan 

the future

Steady state

Stay healthy, 

manage the 

funds, enjoy life

Latter years

Legacy, roles and 

responsibilities,

care and support

Financial Planners

selling product advice

Primetime Planning
consumer driven • holistic • intergenerational



Primetime

A new market in using technology to 

provide a broader scope of financially 

focused planning



■ Finances

■ Tax planning

■ Welfare and

benefits

■ Estate planning

■ Physical

■ Mental

■ Accommodation

■ Retirement

■ Care and

support

■ Roles and

responsibilities

■ Personal legacy

Primetime is 

a “one stop shop” 

planning platform

for retirees and their 

families,

who want to manage

their planning;

and need to stay up

to date and ensure

nothing slips through

the cracks

Wealth AgingHealth Lifestyle
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Primetime process point of difference

Fact finding
Research

Tools
Resources

Help

The advantages:

Targeted
Advice

Wealth AgingHealth Lifestyle

✓ Agnostic

✓ Proactive,

integrated

approach

✓ Lower regulation

✓ Lower

maintenance

✓ Targeted advice

✓ Reduced costs

and enhanced

outcomes

An integrated funnel



Traditional Primetime
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Solution – overcoming the barriers

✕ Trust issues/conflict

✕ Restricted planning scope

✕ Product focused

✕ AFSL-Advice is high cost

✕ Cumbersome process

✕ Heavy regulatory oversight

✓ Self managed/Independent

✓ Holistic

✓ Focuses on needs 

✓ Lower cost-select skills

needed

✓ Stay up to date

✓ Enables knowledge sharing 

between partners
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Primetime process using established technology as an 
enablement tool-better-cheaper

How it works

Planner(s) or family 
completes/reviews evaluation
questionnaire and planning fact 
finds

Specific need is addressed ,  
planning completed and
workflows documented

Retiree uses referral tool when 
they choose to seek expert help

How it works with

support providers

Review / revisit
reminders

Use filing cabinet to store 
and manage information

Complete action plan using 
tools/ resources/ referral 
assistance

Reports and action plans
created automatically
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Outputs and resources

▪ Comprehensive personal reports

▪ Online action planner and filing cabinet

▪ Referral help function

▪ Calculators, tools and checklists

▪ Links and resources

▪ Video tutorials



Important -Cost and choice

▪ Difference between education and advice

▪ Education is lower cost and allows for more control

▪ Can often make good choices when fully educated

▪ If educated can use advisers more selectively



For further information:

Peter Tyndall Director

0447 297 300

Elderplan Pty Ltd ABN 

84 145 765 377

ptyndall@primetime.net.au

www.primetime.net.au


